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Summary

• Permeability data is freqently measured in a sparse manner that is unrepresenta ve of
geology in the well bore. This leads to unrealis c permeability modeling of the subsur-
face, which leads in turn to inaccurate reservoir forecas ng.

• Micromodeling u lizes core photos or microresisi vity logs to generate fine scale prop-
erty models of the well bore that capture its geology. Flow simula on upscaling of these
`micromodels' yields realis c permeability es mates that reflect the unique flow path-
ways and barriers that are observed in each well.

• The micromodeling workflow has been developed and refined in industry applica ons
for nearly a decade. The workflow is fully automated so that en re resis vity logs or
core image databases can be quickly processed, genera ng logs micromodeling derived
permeability es mates.

1 The Se ng

A cri cal property to model for virtually every petroleum project is permeability, K. Modeled K
is a required input to flow simula on, which is necessary for reservoir forecas ng. For example,
consider the steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) (Denbina, 1998; Edmunds & Sugget, 1994)
method that is used for the insitu produc on of bitumen in the Athabasca oil sands (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Schema c of the SAGD process, modified from Surmont (2016).

The flow simula on of a SAGD reservoir is par cularly dependent on ver cal permeability,Kv,
which is the primary control on the ability of: i) steam to rise from the injector well to form an
efficient steam chamber, and ii) heated oil to flow down to the produc on well.

AsK is typically measured using core plugs or well-test data, it sampled far more sparsely than
other variables that are modeled and used as input to flow simula on (Boisvert et al., 2012; Crain,
2015). Well logs such as gamma ray, density and resis vity are exhaus velymeasured along thewell
bore before being used to derive variables that includeϕ, water satura on (Sw), shale volume (Vsh),
etc. Given that much more data is available for the densely sampled variables, a typical modeling
workflow will follow these steps:
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1. Model densely sampled variables such as ϕ, Sw, Vsh, etc. using conven onal algorithms such
as sequen al Gaussian simula on (SGS) (Deutsch & Journel, 1998; Isaaks, 1990);

2. Use colocated measurements to infer a distribu on ofK condi onal to ϕ, F (K|ϕ);
3. Apply a cloud transforma on (Bashore et al., 1994) to generate stochas cmodels ofK, where

Monte Carlo simula on is used to draw from F (K|ϕ) using modeled ϕ for condi oning.

This workflow a empts to capture the uncertainty ofK while reproducing the measured ϕ-K
rela onship.

2 The Problem

There are poten al consequences to the described approach, including:

1. There is o en a great deal of uncertainty in the F (K|ϕ) distribu on due to the sparse sam-
pling of K. This is par cularly problema c since modeled K is based en rely on F (K|ϕ)
through the cloud transform.

2. Core plug data is o en taken preferen ally from homogeneous sandy intervals. This occurs
since samples from heterogeneous sand-mud intervals o en deteriorate prior to lab tes ng
(Boisvert et al., 2012). Although this may be corrected if well test data is available for calibra-
on, this is impossible in oil sands since the viscous bitumen is immobile under insitu pressure

and temperature condi ons.
3. Even when core plugs are taken in a reasonably unbiased manner, the resul ng K o en re-

mains unrepresenta ve of the en re core interval. Geological elements that are observed at
the core scale impart dis nct flow proper es that may be difficult to capture with core plugs.

Expanding on problem (3), consider the stra graphic architecture of the Athabasca oil sands
reservoir. A significant por on of the oil sands resource is hosted in inclined heterolithic stra fica-
on (IHS) (Thomas et al., 1998). IHS are formed by the lateral growth of dal point bars, resul ng

in decimetre to metre-thick interbedded sets of sand and mud. Figure 3 presents a conceptual
schema c of the IHS deposi onal environment [modified from Hassanpour (2013)]; of par cular
interest to this discussion is:

1. Point bar sand, which has good reservoir proper es such as high ϕ and K. This is the first
component of IHS.

2. Mud that is interpedded with point bar sand is the second component of IHS. These mud
drapes have poor ϕ andK; they therefore represent major flow barriers.

3. Breccia that is composed of mud clasts within a sand matrix. This facies found at the base of
IHS successions due to the erosion of older point bars.

Recalling that Kv is cri cal to the SAGD process, consider that IHS intervals are an cipated to
perform very differently than breccia. As indicated by core photos of the facies in Figure 3, breccia
o en provides ver cal pathways for oil to flow down (and steam to rise), whereas IHS mud drapes
typically form con nuous flow barriers. Note that flow barriers are indicated in photos by the white-
grey mud, whereas flow pathways are indicated by black bitumen saturated sands.

Obvious geological differences between the twodisplayed cores are an cipated to yield differing
flow proper es. Unbiased core plugs within homogeneous sec ons of sand and mud are unlikely
to capture these geological differences, however, leading to similar permeability measurements.
This will lead in turn to inaccurate permeability models, flow simula on and reservoir forecas ng.
Biased core plug sampling only exacerbates this issue.
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Figure 2: Architectural Elements of an estuarine system.

Figure 3: Oil sands core displaying breccia (le ) and IHS (right) facies.
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3 The Solu on

To address the described issue, the CCG has developed and refined a method that is termed micro-
modeling (Boisvert et al., 2012; Manchuk&Deutsch, 2014; Niven&Deutsch, 2009). Micromodeling
uses high resolu on images of the well geology, which is frequently available as core photographs
or micro-resis vity images such as the Schlumberger Fullbore Forma on MicroImager (FMI) logs
(Schlumberger, 2013). The micromodeling workflow is summarized in Figure 4, where:

1. Each pixel (typically 0.5 to 2 squaremm in width) of the FMI or core image is assigned a binary
value that indicateswhether it is sand (0) ormud (1). This assignment is based on thresholding
the resis vity or color of the image, leading to sand and mud propor ons that are calibrated
to match measured well log proper es such as Vsh. The indicator data is then transformed
to 3D coordinates in prepara on of micromodel condi oning.

2. The indicactor data is used to simulate a model of sand and mud that encapsulates the well
bore. This simula on is performed at the resolu on of the image data, and uses common
geosta s cal algorithms such as sequen al indicator simula on (SIS) (Alabert, 1987; Deutsch,
2005) or mul ple point sta s cs (MPS) (Strebelle, 2002).

3. Within the modeled sand and mud, use SGS to simulate con nuous proper es that are nec-
essary for flow simula on, such as ϕ, Vsh, Sw,Kh andKv.

4. Flow simulate to calculate the upscaled permeability at the well bore scale.

Figure 4: Overview of the micro-modeling process.

Themicromodeling workflow has been developed and refined in industry applica ons for nearly
a decade. Theworkflow is fully automated so that en re FMI or core image databases can be quickly
processed, genera ng logs of micromodeling derivedKh andKv . Prac oner me is only required
for the ini al setup, supervision of the workflow and valida on of results. Following this work-
flow, permeability values can be modeled across the subsurface using the same approach as other
densely sampled variables such as ϕ and Vsh. This leads in improved flow simula on and reservoir
forecas ng.
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4 Dis nct Permeability for Dis nct Geology

The micromodeling workflow is demonstrated in greater detail using two different oil sands facies.
These facies illustrate that the structure of geological elements are captured by micromodeling and
transferred to realis c permeability es mates. As this data is taken from a SAGD project, the dis nct
Kv of each facies is cri cal to reservoir forecas ng.

Categorical Assignment

An FMI image and core photo is displayed for intervals containing IHS and breccia facies in Figure 5
and Figure 6 respec vely. The FMI is used as modeling data in this par cular exercise, whereas the
core photos are only presented for visual aid. Sand appears as light yellow to white in the FMI and
black in the core photo (due to bitumen satura on). Conversely, mud appears brown-black in the
FMI and grey in the core photo (lack of porosity prevents bitumen satura on).

The n pixels that comprise the FMI intervals are assigned a binary indicator value,mi of 0 (sand)
or 1 (mud) based on a threshold resis vity t:

mi =

{
0 if ri ≥ t (Sand)
1 if ri < t (Mud)

where ri is the resis vity value of the ith pixel. The value of t can be determined in several ways,
although it is o en calibrated to yield a sand-mud ra o that matches the average Vsh of the interval
according to:

t = argmin

(∣∣∣∣∣Vsh − 1/n
n∑

i=1

mi

∣∣∣∣∣
)

Note that the Vsh log of both the IHS and breccia intervals is represented by the yellow-grey
(sand-mud) log that appears beside the FMI. Visual inspec on of the ver cal sand-mud (blue-red)
propor ons in the indicator data shows that it corresponds with the Vsh log that underlies its cali-
bra on.
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Figure 5: Assignment of sand and mud categories for an IHS interval.

Figure 6: Assignment of sand and mud categories for a breccia interval.
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Modeling and Flow Simula on

SIS is performed to generate the categorical models, where the target sand-mud propor ons are
based on the condi oning data. The categorical models should also reproduce the specific spa al
structure of the data. This is accomplished by using variogram models that are fit to each interval.
Experimental variograms are easily calculated using the dense and regularly spaced data that is
available for each interval. The rela vely con nuous nature of sand and mud at this extremely
fine scale leads to variogram shapes that can be reliably modeled by auto-fi ng so ware (Deutsch,
2015; Larrondo et al., 2003). The automa c calcula on and modeling of variograms is essen al
to automa on of the micromodeling workflow. Similar measures are taken for workflows that use
MPS in place of SIS.

SGS is performed next to model con nuous proper es that are required for subsequent flow
simula on upscaling. This includes ϕ, Vsh, Kh and Kv, where the targeted histogram and vari-
ogram of each variable is based on their measured global proper es in sand and mud. For example,
micro-scale mud lamina ons in IHS sands lead to an averageKh-Kv ra o of ~0.8 (for this par cular
dataset).These lamina ons are largely absent from breccia sands, leading to its average Kh-Kv of
~1.0. For reasons that have been discussed, K data is not available for this dataset due to biased
core plug sampling. ConstantKh andKv values of 0.1 milli-Darcies (mD) are assigned tomud pixels
as a result; this is considered a reasonable approxima on.

Key modeling results are displayed for the IHS and breccia facies in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respec-
vely. Note that only model cells with greater than 0.1 mD are displayed for the Kv models. This

highlights the flow barriers that are expected to have a large impact on upscaledKh and in par c-
ular, Kv. A 2D slice of the Kv model is provided for the breccia facies to more clearly display the
ver cal flow paths that s ll exist between the mud clasts. Flow simula on upscaling leads to the
displayed permeability of each micromodel.

Figure 7: Micromodels and upscaled sta s cs for an IHS interval.
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Figure 8: Micromodels and upscaled sta s cs for a breccia interval.

Discussion

As the mud layers of the IHS interval are rela vely thick and con nuous, they are interpre ed to
be representa ve of aerially extensive point bar mud drapes that were schema cally illustrated
in an earlier figure. These mud layers represent major flow barriers that would reduce Kv and
consequently, the performance of the SAGD process.

The breccia interval consists of mud clasts that form discon nuous flow barriers rela ve to the
IHS mud drapes. As a result, the Kv of breccia is much higher than that of IHS. Both of the se-
lected intervals have similar propor ons of sand and mud that could poten ally measure similarly
according to core plug analysis. The micromodeling workflow, however, has captured the geologi-
cal differences between the two intervals, leading to markedly differentKv es mates. Subsequent
modeling and flow simula on of SAGD reservoirs would therefore bemore accuratewithmicromod-
eling derived permeability es mates.
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WhoWe Are

The CCG was launched by Professor Clayton V. Deutsch with the vision of becoming a leader in
the educa on of geosta s cians and the delivery of geosta s cal tools for modeling heterogeneity
and uncertainty. The main objec ve of the CCG is to support the mutual needs of industry and
academia in research and educa on. The benefits to industry include the opportunity to influence
geosta s cal research and educa on, interac onwith students as poten al employees, early access
to publica ons and access to faculty members for discussions and presenta ons. The CCG provides
a mechanism for industry to contribute to and sustain geosta s cal research and teaching, which
is of long term interest to many companies.
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Contact Us

For more informa on regarding the demonstrated Solu on or to discuss another problem that your
project presents, please contact Professor Clayton V. Deutsch at: <cdeutsch@ualberta.ca>
Or drop by our offices at:

Centre for Computa onal Geosta s cs
6-247 Donadeo Innova on Centre For Engineering

9211-116 Street, University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 1H9
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